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Holland code test pdf
Each question is an opportunity for you to describe the types of things you as a person can do, perhaps like to do or the action that best suits you. Once you've selected all the choices that describe you, click submit to get holland code and find out which career path(s) work best for you. * This work was researched and developed by Dr. John L. Holland (1919-2008). Today it is
widely known as Holland Codes or Holland RIASEC. * According to psychologist Dr. John Holland, there are 6 groups of personal interests that correspond to different professions in society, but are related to each other. These are: (1) Fact- Realistic, (2) Research - Investigative, (3) Arts - Artistic, (4) Social, (5) Business -Enterprise, (6) Officials - Conventional.* In the 90s of the
last century, the U.S. Department of Labor (ETA) based on this study has developed and updated some new features to be used on their website to help HSSV have the tools to explore for themselves your abilities before choosing a career.* This quiz helps you discover what types of people are hidden in you to guide yourself when choosing a career. * In this section, each
question makes five choices. Many sentences you can see both options are appropriate (more or less). However, try to choose a phrase that is more suitable for you in the direction that is who you are now rather than who you want to be. * A2Z Education Consulting will synthesize and send the results to the email address you are already signing. You are invited to join: ::
Соберите свой псилологический портрет в личном кабинете John L. Holland's RIASEC hexagon of Holland Codes, graphed as a hexagon, shows that there is a circumplex that can be mapped underlying two dimensions Holland Codes or Holland Occupational Themes (RIASEC) refers to a theory of careers and career choices (based on personality types) that was originally
developed by the American psychologist John L. Holland. [1] [2] The Holland codes act as part of the interest assessment, Strong Interest Inventory. In addition, the U.S. Department of Labor's Labor and Training Administration has used an updated and extended version of the RIASEC model in the Interests section of its free online database O*NET (Occupational Information
Network)[3] since its inception in the late 1990s. Holland's theories about professional choice, The Holland Occupational Themes, are now permeating career counselling research and practice. [2] Its origins can be traced to an article in the Journal of Applied Psychology in 1958 and a subsequent article in 1959 that established his theory of professional choice. ... The basic
premise was that one's professional preferences were in a way a veiled expression of underlying character. [6] The article from 1959 is in particular the first major introduction of Holland's theory of professional personalities and working environments. [2] Holland originally labeled his six types as motor, intellectual, aesthetic, supportive, convincing and compliant. [2] He later
developed and changed them to: Realistic (Doers), Investigative (Thinkers), Artistic (Creators), Social (Helpers), Enterprising (Persuaders) and Conventional (Organizers). [7] Holland's six categories show some connection with each other. [8] It is called the RIASEC model or hexagonal model because the first letter of the region is similar to R-I-A-S-E-C when expressed as a circle
connecting the regions with high correlation. Professor John Johnson of Penn State suggested that an alternative way to categorize the six types would be through old social roles: hunters (realistically), shamans (Investigatory), craftsmen (Artistic), healers (Social), leaders (Enterprising) and lorekeepers (Conventional). [9] According to the Committee on Scientific Awards,
Holland's research shows that personalities seek out and flourish in career environments they fit, and that jobs and career environments are classified by the personalities that flourish in them. [10] Holland also wrote of his theory that the choice of a calling is an expression of personality. [11]:6 Furthermore, while Holland suggested that people may be categorized as one of six
types,[11]:2 he also argued that a six-category arrangement built on the assumption that there are only six types of people in the world is unacceptable on the strength of common sense alone. But a six category scheme that allows a simple order of a person's likeness to each of the six models allows for 720 different personality patterns. [11]:3 Related model Prediger's twodimensional model Prediger constructed the scope of work task and work-relevant capabilities based on Holland's model, and performed factor analysis and multidimensional scale analysis to clarify the basic structure. [12] [13] [14] As a result, two axes of data/ideas and things/people were extracted. Although Prediger's inquiry did not start from interest per se, it eventually led to
the birth of models other than RIASEC, suggesting that the structure of professional interest can provide a fundamental dimension. Tracey and Rounds Octagonal In the US, the energetic trial is done with the aim of the new model that surpasses the Holland hexagon model in the 1990s. Tracey &amp; Round's octagonal model is one such example. [15] Based on the empirical
data, they claim that professional interests can be placed circularly in a two-dimensional plan consisting of persons/things and data/ldeas axes, and the number of regions can be arbitrarily determined. According to their model, only Holland's hexagonal model does not adequately represent the structure of professional interest, and it is possible to retain the validity as an octagonal
or 16 square model if necessary. Tracey, Watanabe, &amp; Schneider conducted an international comparative study of job interests among Japanese and American university students, and the results suggest that Tracey &amp; Rounds's octagonal model is more suited to Japanese students than Holland's hexagonal model. [16] Tracey and Rounds spherical model Tracey &amp;
Rounds criticizes the conventional models of professional interest structure not properly depicting the positional relationship between professions because they neglect professional prestige, i.e. social prestige or high socioeconomic status and suggests a spherical model that assigns professions to a 3-dimensional space that includes professional prestige. [17] In this model, 18
areas of interest are displayed in a spherical room. The left hemisphere has a high status area, with health science at the top. The Right Hemisphere has a low status range, with services offerings as the lowest ground. Although this model is excellent in the point of more accurately describing the relationship between different professions, it makes the occupation interest structure
more complicated, and there is a weak point that it is difficult to adapt to the data, except the United States[16] List of types Holland made a career out of studying the world of work, the groundbreaking theory that if people were aware of their personality type or combination of types - realistic, investigative, artistic, social, drifting or conventional - then they would be happier
workers. – Amy Lunday[1] R: Realistic (Doers) People who like to work on things. They tend to be confident and competitive, and are interested in activities that require motor coordination, skill and strength. They approach problem solving by doing something, instead of talking about it, or sitting and thinking about it. They also prefer specific approaches to problem solving, rather
than abstract theory. In the end, their interests tend to focus on scientific or mechanical rather than cultural and aesthetic areas. [18] [19] Sample majors and careers include: Agriculture[20] Architect (artistic and enterprising)[20] Athletics[20] Carpenter (with conventional and investigative)[20] Culinary art /chef (with artistic and enterprising)[22] Chemistry/chemist (with conventional
and investigative)[20] Culinary art /chef (with artistic and enterprising)[22] Chemistry/chemist (with conventional and investigative)[20] Culinary art /chef (with artistic and enterprising)[22] Chemistry/chemist (with conventional and investigative)[20] Culinary art /chef (with artistic and enterprising)[22] Chemistry/chemist (with conventional and investigative)[20] Culinary art /chef (with
artistic and enterprising)[22] Chemistry/chemic (with conventional and investigative)[20] Culinary art /chef (with artistic and enterpriser)[ and conventional)[20] Computer engineering/computer science/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and conventional)[20][21] Dentist (with investigative and social)[20] Engineer (with investigative and conventional)[20]
[21] Fashion design (with artistic and enterprising Firefighter (with social and enterprising)[20] Graphic designer (with artistic and enterprising)[20] Model (people) (with artistic and enterprising)[20] Musician (with artistic and enterprising)[20] Nurse (with social, conventional, and investigative)[20][21] Outdoor activities[21] Park Naturalist (with social and artistic)[20] Personal trainer
(with enterprising and social)[20] Photographer (with artistic and enterprising)[20] Physiotherapy (with social and investigative)[20] Driver[20] Sports medicine/wilderness medicine (with social and investigative)[23] Surgeon (with investigative and social)[20] Veterinarian (with investigative and social)[20] Web developer (with conventional , Artistic and investigative)[20] Zoologists
and wildlife biologists (with investigative)[20] : Investigative (thinkers) People who prefer to work with data. They like to think and observe rather than act, to organize and understand information instead of persuading. They also prefer individual rather than people oriented activities. [18] Test majors and careers include: Actuary (conventional and enterprising)[20][21]
archivist/librarian (with social and conventional)[20] biostatistics/master's degree in public health (with conventional)[24] carpenter (conventional and realistic)[20] CPA (certified auditor) (with conventional and enterprising)[20][21] Chemistry/chemist (with realistic and conventional)[20][21] Community health workers/master of public health (with social and enterprising)[25] Computer
engineering/computer science/information technology/computer programmer (with Realistic and conventional)[20][21] Advisor (with social and artistic)[20][21] Dentist (with realistic and social)[20] nutritionist/nutritionist (with social and enterprising)[20] Doctor (medical school/medical research) (with social)[20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20] Doctor (medical school/medical
research) (with social)[20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][20][ [2 Economy major (conventional and social)[26] Engineer (with realistic and conventional)[20][21] Financial analyst (with conventional and enterprising)[20] Epidemiology/Master of Public Health (with social)[27] Lawyer (with enterprising and social)[20] Nurse (with realistic ,
Conventional and social)[20][21] Paralegal (conventional and enterprising)[20] Pharmacist (with social and conventional), physiotherapy (with social and realistic)[20] physics[21] Poets, Copywriters and creative writers (with artistic)[28] Professor/Research – PhD[21] Psychology/Psychologist (with Social and Artistic)[20][21] Social Work (with Social)[20] Speech-language
pathology/Myfunoctional therapist (With social and artistic)[29] Sport medicine (with social and realistic)[23] Surgeon (with realistic and social)[20] Technical author, Reviewer, Copy Editor (with artistic and conventional)[20][30][31] Tutor (with social)[32] Veterinarian (with realistic and social)[20] Web developer (with conventional, realistic and artistic)[20] Zoologists and wildlife
biologists (with realistic)[20] A: Artistic (creators) People who like to work on ideas and things. They tend to be creative, open, inventive, original, observant, sensitive, independent and emotional. They rebel against structure and rules but enjoy tasks involving people or physical skills. They tend to be more emotional than the other types. [18] [19] Sample majors and careers
include: Architect (with realistic and enterprising)[20] Broadcast journalism (with enterprising)[20] Clergy (with social and enterprising)[20] Advisors (miscellaneous)/advisers (with investigative, enterprising, conventional and social)[20][21] Guidance/school advisers, Academic advisers, career advisers and educational consultants/IEC (see also: List of psychotherapies)[33] Culinary
art (with realistic and enterprising)[22] Entrepreneur (with social and enterprising)[20] Fashion design (with realistic and enterprising)[20] Graphic designer (with enterprising and realistic)[20] Model (people) (with Realistic and enterprising)[20] 2013: The New York Times Art Therapist/Dance Therapy/DramaTherapy/Music Therapy/Culinary Therapy[34][35] (with Social)[20][21] PR
(with enterprising)[20] Photographer (with realistic and enterprising)[20] Speech-language pathology/Myofunctional therapist (With Social and Investigative)[29] Teacher (early childhood education, Primary and lower secondary school, teaching english as a second language, special education and substitute teaching) (with social)[20][21][36] Technical author, Reviewer, Copy
Editor (with Investigative and Conventional)[20][30][31] Trainer (business) (with Social and Conventional)[20] Translator (with social)[20] Web developer (with conventional, realistic and investigative)[20] S: Social (helpers) People who like to work with people and who seem to satisfy their needs in teaching or helping situations. They tend to be drawn more to seek close
relationships with other people and are less inclined to want to be truly intellectual or physical. [18] [19] Sample majors and careers include: Archivist/librarian (conventional and investigative)[20] CFP (Certified Financial Planner)/Personal Financial Planner (conventional and operational)[37] clergy (with artistic and operational)[20] Community Organizer[21] Community Health
Workers/Masters in Public Health (with investigative and enterprising) Community Organizer[21] Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med undersøkende og driftige) Community Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med undersøkende og driftige) Community Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med
undersøkende og driftige) Community Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med undersøkende og driftige) Community Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med undersøkende og driftige) Community Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med undersøkende og driftige) Community
Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (med undersøkende og driftige) Community Organizer[21] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Public Counselors (various)/Advisers (with Investigative, Enterprising, Conventional, and Artistic)[20][21] Guidance/School Counselors, Academic Advisors, Career Counselors, and Educational consultants/IEC
(see also: List of psychotherapies)[38] Customer service (with Conventional and Enterprising)[20 ] Dentist (with Investigative and Realistic)[20] Dietitian/Nutritionist (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Doctor (Medical school/Medical research) (with Investigative)[20][21] Economics Major (with Conventional and Social)[26] Educational administration (with Enterprising and
Conventional)[20] Entrepreneur (with Enterprising and Artistic)[20] Epidemiology/Masters in Public Health (With Investigative)[20] 20] Firefighter (with Realistic and Enterprising)[20] Fitness Trainer and Aerobics Teacher (with Enterprising and Realistic)[20] Human Resources (with Conventional and Enterprising)[20] Lawyer (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with
Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with
Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with
Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with Investigative and Enterprising)[20] Nurse (with , Conventional and investigative)[20][21] Park Naturalist (with realistic and artistic)[20] Pharmacist (with investigative and conventional)[20] Physiotherapy (with realistic and investigative)[20] Psychology /psychologist (with social and investigative); Art Therapist/Dance
Therapy/DramaTherapy/Music Therapy/Culinary Therapy[34][35][20][21] Social Lawyer[21] Sociology[21] Social Work[20] Speech Language Pathology/Myofunctional therapist (With Investigative and Artistic)[29] Surgeon (with realistic and investigative)[20] Teacher (early childhood education, Primary school, high school, Teaching English as a second language, Special education
and substitute teaching) (with artistic)[20][21][36] Sports medicine/wilderness medicine (with investigative and realistic)[23] Coach (business) (with artistic and conventional)[20] Translator (with artistic)[20] Supervisor (with investigative)[32] Veterinarian (with investigative and realistic)[20] E: Enterprising (persuaders) People who like to work with people and data. They tend to be
good talkers, and use this skill to lead or persuade others. They also value reputation, power, money and status. [18] Sample majors and careers include: Actuary (with investigative and conventional)[20][21] Architect (with artistic and realistic)[20] Business (with social and conventional) broker or agent (ie. Car Broker, Real Estate, etc.) Buyer[21] CPA (certified auditor) (with
investigative and conventional)[20][21] CFP (Certified Financial Planner)/Personal Financial Planner (with Social and Conventional)[37] Community Health Workers/Masters in Public Health (with investigative and social)[25] Culinary arts (with artistic and realistic)[22] clergy (with artistic and social)[20] (with conventional and social) [20] Dietary/nutritionist (with social and
investigative)[20] Educational administration (with social and conventional)[20] Entrepreneur (with social and artistic)[20] Fashion design (with artistic and realistic)[20] Financial analyst (with investigative and conventional)[20] Foreign service/diplomacy (with social and artistic)[20] Financial analyst (with investigative and conventional)[20] Foreign service/diplomacy (with social and
artistic)[20] Financial analyst (with investigative and conventional)[20] Foreign service/diplomacy (with social and artistic)[20] 2013: The New York Times ] Broadcast journalism (with artistic)[20] Lawyer (with investigative and social)[20] Management/Management Consultant[21] Market research analyst (with investigative)[21] Model (people) (with artistic and realistic)[20] Musician
(with artistic and realistic)[20] Paralegal (with conventional and investigative)[20] ] Musician (with artistic and realistic)[20] Paralegal (with conventional and investigative)[20] 20] Photographer (with artistic and realistic)[20] Public Health Educator/Masters in Public Health (with Social)[40] Property manager/Community association manager (with conventional)[41]
PR/publicity/advertising/marketing (with artistic)[20] Sales (with conventional and social)[20] C : Conventional (Organizers) People who prefer to work with data and who like rules and regulations and emphasize self-control ... they like structure and order, and dislike unstructured or unclear work and interpersonal situations. They also value reputation, power or status. [18] Test
majors and careers include: Actuary (with investigative and enterprising)[20][21] archivist/librarian (with social and investigative)[20] biostatistics/master's degree in public health (with investigative)[24] Carpenter (with realistic and investigative [20] Chemistry/chemist (with with investigative and realistic)[20] CFP (certified financial planner)/Personal financial planner (with social and
enterigious)[37] CPA (certified auditor) (with investigative and enterprising)[20][21] Computer engineering/21] Computer engineering/Informatics/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and realistic)[21] Computer engineering/21] Computer engineering/Informatics/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and realistic)[21] Computer
engineering/21] Computer engineering/Informatics/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and realistic)[21] Computer engineering/computer science/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and realistic)[21] Computer engineering/computer engineering/Computer science/information technology/computer programmer (with
investigative and realistic)[21] Computer engineering/21] Computer engineering/Informatics/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and realistic)[21] Computer engineering/computer science/information technology/computer programmer (with investigative and realistic)[21] Computer engineering/computer science/information technology/computer
programmer (with investigative and realistic)[ 20][21] Customer service (with enterprising and social)[20] Economics major (with investigative and social)[26] Educational administration (with social and enterprising)[20] Engineer (with investigative and realistic)[26] Educational administration (with social and enterprising)[20] Engineer (with investigative and realistic)[26] Educational
administration (with social and enterprising)[20] Engineer (with investigative and realistic)[26] Educational administration (with social and enterprising)[20] Engineer (with investigative and realistic)[26] Educational administration (with social and enterprising)[20] Engineer (with investigative and realistic)[26] Educational administration (with social and Engineer (with investigative and
realistic)[26] Educational administration (with social and enterprising)[20] Engineer (with investigative and realistic)[20][21] Financial analyst (with investigative and enterprising)[20][20][21] Financial analyst (with investigative and enterprising)[20][21] Financial analyst (with investigative and enterprising)[20] Personal financial planner/certified financial planner (with social and
enterprising)[37] Human Resources (HR) (with enterprising and social)[20] Math teacher (with social)[21] Nurse (with with realistic , Social and investigative)[20][21] Office administration (with enterprising)[20] Paralegal (with enterprising and investigative)[20] Pharmacist (with social and investigative),[20] Property manager/Community association manager (with enterprising)[41]
Real estate agent (with enterprise)[20][21] drifting)[20][21] (with realistic and investigative) [20] Technical writer, Proofreader, Copy Editor (with artistic and investigative)[20][30][31] Coach (business) (with social and artistic)[20] Web developer (with artistic, realistic and investigative)[20] Notes ^ a b John L. Holland, 1919–2008: A selection of bibliography added to Tribute &amp;
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